PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION QUESTIONS
November 3, 2021 MEETING
Item 5.1 – Heritage Tree Appeal 1610 Yale Drive

1. The application for the tree removal refers to an appendix and diagram but this
was not included in the Commission packet. Could you provide that so we can
review in advance of the meeting?
The appendix refers to a letter the owners sent along with a basic plan of the proposed
layout of the new bedrooms and addition to the home. These are attached and image C.2
will also be included in the presentation.
2. What is the procedure when a resident wants to take out a heritage tree in order
to do construction? Is there a conversation between the resident and Planning
about alternative locations or additions?
Generally a homeowner will either request a removal of a heritage tree in advance of a
planned project or they submit their plan set directly to building under the plan check
process.
1. If a homeowner is aware that their project will impact a heritage tree and apply for
its removal early on before submitting to planning and their request is based on
conforming use, staff will request that they supply a plan showing the footprint /
basic plan of the project in relation to the property lines etc. so staff can assess the
impact to any trees. (i.e. if the tree is in the foot print of the addition or maybe the
foundation would severely impact the stability of the tree.) Staff would also provide
feedback on the quality of the tree and if the tree is a very nice specimen staff would
suggest changes to allow for the retention of the tree, noting the potential for an
appeal. If the tree warranted consideration on its condition that would be noted in
the posting reasons for removal in addition to conforming use. Through recent
discussions among staff, in these circumstances moving forward, there will be an
additional note on applications indicating that any tree approved based on necessity
for removal based on a planned project will only be authorized for removal after the
project has been submitted and approved by planning. An initial/early review by
Forestry staff in these circumstances, allows for certain conditions to be identified
in the field early in the project planning process and can reduce the number of
submittals needed through the planning review process.
2. A homeowner may also submit their project plans directly to the Planning
Division. Forestry staff started reviewing all submitted plans as part of the plan
review process for single family projects about two years ago. Staff review the
project to see if it will impact any heritage trees on the property or even on a
neighboring property. Staff may deny the plan based on impacts to heritage tree(s)
and suggest changes to allow the retention of the tree, staff may advise they submit
an application for a heritage tree removal or that they hire an arborist to review the
trees and potential impacts on their or their neighbor’s tree(s). Staff would also
suggest entering a discussion with the neighbor if it looked like their project would
impact an offsite tree.

3. Does the City or Planning Department have a published/written definition that it
employs for the term “Conforming Use”?

The finding for removal being recommended for this application is “the necessity of the
removal of the heritage tree in order to construct improvements and/or allow reasonable
and conforming use of the property when compared to similarly situated properties.” The
City does not have a published definition for conforming use, but in general this term
means a use or development which is in conformance with the applicable land use
regulations of the Zoning Ordinance.
.

Other Questions Received:
1. Can staff provide information about number of trees removed from medians on
Central Expressway, and reasons for taking them out?
Around 2014 several trees were removed for the VTA light rail project that crossed through
Central Expressway for the overhead wires and warning gates. Around 7 trees were
removed. There were approximately 5 Redwood trees that had to be removed in 2019 near
Whisman because they had died. Any other removals over time would have been based on
either being hit by vehicles, storm damage leaving a compromised tree, the tree being dead
or major limb failures.
2.

What mitigation measures were taken following removal of the large heritage tree at the
corner of California and Castro?

Forestry staff followed up with the property manager and owner shortly after the removal.
The owner paid the in-lieu fee rather than replanting. The heritage tree application is
currently being changed and will have a new section to confirm the owner’s commitment
for replacement by the property owner prior to any removal(s) taking place. Staff made
efforts and even offered to plant a tree for them but they are not interested at this time. Staff
will continue to follow-up with the owner.
As the Community Tree Master Plan is updated, the Forestry Division’s policies and
procedures are being reviewed. This review will take place with other City departments
including Community Development (Building/Planning Divisions), Public Works and
City Attorney’s Office.

